HIGH-PURIFIED SUBLIMED FULLERENES C60 with the Highest PURITY 99.99% (Advanced Nano-Electronics & SOLAR CELLS) & A Great SET of PCBM (PURITY > 99.9%) & Important ARTICLES

We would like to inform that at this time by using an Advanced Technologies we have possibility supply "in a Large Amount" the SET of a very important for NANO-ELECTRONICS, PHOTOVOLTAICS, MATERIALS

SCIENCES etc. High-Quality FULLERENES Products, including High-Purified SUBLIMED Fullerenes C60

{ with the Highest Purity: 99.99% ( ! ) - Please see Below }

and also the following Set of Effective Electron Acceptors for Organic Photo-Voltaics

PCBM Products:

C60/PCBM & BIS - C60/PCBM & C70/PCBM & BIS - C70/PCBM with the HIGHEST PURITY of [6,6] isomerized PCBM: >99.9% ( ! ) - Please Inquire

Attention: A New Advanced Production Technologies

High-Purified SUBLIMED Fullerenes C60 with the Highest Record Purity 99.99% (Please see ATTACHMENT with ARTICLES where were used High-Purified Sublimed Fullerenes C60,99.99% produced by "MTR Ltd."

for Application As:

THIN FILMS ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS & ORGANIC MEMORY DEVICES and SUPER CONDUCTORS

A Great Electron Acceptors in ORGANIC SOLAR CELLS (ORGANIC PHOTO-VOLTAICS)

For Synthesis a New great ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS: Fullerenes NANO-WHISKERS (See Details Below)

and Fullerenes NANO-WIRES and Etc.

Fast Delivery from a New Synthesized Batches with the Best PRICE on the World FULLERENES Market(!)
Also we would like to give detailed information about these great FULLERENES Products which Only our Company can produce and supply at this time on the international Market:

**HIGH - PURIFIED FULLERENES C60**

{As a Great ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS & SUPER CONDUCTORS}

SUBLIMED FULLERENES C60 with the HIGHEST PURITY - 99.99%

because ONLY by using the SUBLIMATION Process we can remove from FULLERENE C60 the Impurity: C60 OXIDES

( Pay Attention that Presence of the Impurity: C60-Oxides make worse of the electronic conductivity of Fullerenes C60 )

and thus we produce High-Purified FULLERENES C60 with a Record Purity: 99.99% - It's a very important for their Application in NANO - ELECTRONICS, PHOTO - VOLTAICS etc.

These UNIQUE High-Quality PURIFIED ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS using as THIN FILMS in Nano-Electronics,

as Electron ACCEPTORS in PhotoVoltaics, SOLAR Cells etc.

Also please see the ARTICLES from a world leading Research Institutes where was used

SUBLIMED FULLERENE C60 (Purity 99.99%) from Our Company ( MTR Ltd. ) for Application in Nano-Electronics,

for example, for the DESIGN a New very Perspective "FULLERENE NanoWHISKERS"

( A Thin Crystalline Fibers composed of Fullerene C60 )

and these New MATERIALS are Great N-Type ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS for their Application:
As Field-Effect TRANSISTORS, Chemical SENSORS, Photo-CATALYSTS and Etc.

(Please see ATTACHMENT with the Article of Prof. K.Miyazawa from National Institute of Materials Science, Japan "Synthesis of Fullerene NanoWhiskers and their Electrical and SuperConducting Properties" (Proceedings of the International Conference NanoMaterials: Application & Properties)

where you can find important information regarding this Unique SUBLIMED Fullerene C60 Product).

We inform also about another ARTICLE " Raman Spectroscopic Measurements of a Vacuum-Deposited C60 THIN FILM "

(see ATTACHMENT), where our Colleagues from Japan, China, Brazil, Mexico used the SUBLIMED C60,99.99%

produced by our Company ( MTR Ltd. ) for their Application in THIN FILM NANO-ELECTRONICS As:

Organic MEMORY Devices & Organic Thin-Film TRANSISTORS & Organic Photo-Voltaic Cells ( SOLAR Cells ) &

Chemical SENSORS & Organic SuperCONDUCTORS Etc.Etc.

Please pay Attention that At Present we can supply High-Purified SUBLIMED C60,99.99% from a New synthesized Batches within a fast Delivery Terms.